Center for Regional Studies
2019- 2020 UNM Graduate Fellowships
Antoine Predock Archival Collection

Center for Southwest Research and Special Collections
John Gaw Meem Archives of Southwestern Architecture

The University of New Mexico

The CRS Fellowship is awarded to a graduate student enrolled at the University of New Mexico
for work on the Antoine Predock Archival Collection housed at the Center for Southwest
Research and Special Collections.
Historical/biographical note: Antoine Predock is an internationally celebrated New Mexican
architect, with offices in Albuquerque, New Mexico; Los Angeles; and Taipei. Predock was
awarded the gold medal for design by the American Institute of Architects in 2006, the highest
honor the AIA confers upon any architect, whose work influences the theory and practice of
architecture. Predock is the 62nd winner of the gold medal. Other winners include: Frank Lloyd
Wright, Corbusier, Louis Kahn and I.M. Pei. Predock’s numerous projects include: the National
Palace Museum of Taiwan, the San Diego Padres ballpark, and campus buildings at Rice,
Stanford, and the University of New Mexico.
Types of materials: The Predock archival collections include both flattened and rolled
architectural drawings and plans; job files (most correspondence on CD) in cabinets and boxes;
photographs; framed photographs and sketches; slides; electronic media (VHS, CD, DVD);
rolled collages; presentation boards; architectural models of various sizes and mediums;
scrapbooks; sketchbooks; large framed sketches; books; framed personal materials; personal
“inspiration” items.
Duties and Responsibilities
The bulk of the Predock archival collections are housed in Tower Level 9 of the historic
Zimmerman Library Building on the main campus of the University of New Mexico.
The Architectural Fellow will process collections (sort, weed, flatten, clean, folder, label,
inventory, catalog and file), digitize selections of material, and create metadata for inclusion in
New Mexico Digital Images and the Rocky Mountain On-line Archive. The student may also
assist in the creation of a small Predock exhibition highlighting the Predock-designed Canadian
Museum for Human Rights (presently honored on the Canadian $10 bank note). Additional other
duties may include refiling of architectural drawings used in the CSWR’s Anderson Reading
Room and preparing/cataloging of small additions to the collections/RMOA database.
Terms of the Award
The Predock Fellowship is awarded to a graduate student enrolled at the University of New
Mexico for work in the Center for Southwest Research/ John Gaw Meem Archives of

Southwestern Architecture. The award is for $15000. The fellow will work 20 hours each week
during the fall and spring semesters. University-wide holidays are not exempted.
Selection Criteria
Required:
• Graduate student in residence at the University of New Mexico with a minimum of 6
credit hours of course work, thesis or dissertation hours which count towards the graduate
degree.
• Experience with digital imaging
• Good communication, organization and time management skills
• Legally authorized to work in the United States
Preferred:
• Knowledge of relevant software applications
• Previous experience in special collections or archives
• Background in historic preservation, architectural history, art history, cultural landscapes,
with a concentration in Southwestern history and culture, and/or photography
•
•
•

•
•

Application Requirements
Completed application form
Applicant’s resume/curriculum vitae

Two letters of recommendation from individuals familiar with applicant’s academic and work
experience; letters should include telephone numbers for verification

Cover Letter addressing the Selection Criteria

Copy of a recent research paper (first 1-3 pages only)

Request additional information and/or send your completed application packet to:
Audra Bellmore
Center for Southwest Research, University Libraries
1 Univ. of New Mexico, MSC 05-3020,
Albuquerque, NM 87131-0001
505-277-7131
abellmor@unm.edu

Deadline for receipt of application is Friday, 03 May.

